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Key Points

• Sequencing-based kar-
yotyping can challenge
conventional karyotyp-
ing for ELN-based
prognostication of
acute myeloid leukemia.

•Next-generation karyo-
typing increases preci-
sion for ELN-defining
gene alterations but
warrants special cau-
tion for lowly expressed
fusions.

Although copy number alterations (CNAs) and translocations constitute the backbone of the

diagnosis and prognostication of acute myeloid leukemia (AML), techniques used for their

assessment in routinediagnostics havenot been reconsidered fordecades.Weuseda combination

of 2 next-generation sequencing–based techniques to challenge the currently recommended

conventional cytogenetic analysis (CCA), comparing the approaches in a series of 281 intensively

treated patients with AML. Shallow whole-genome sequencing (sWGS) outperformed CCA in

detecting European Leukemia Net (ELN)–defining CNAs and showed that CCA overestimated

monosomies and suboptimally reported karyotype complexity. Still, the concordance between

CCA and sWGS for all ELN CNA–related criteria was 94%. Moreover, using in silico dilution, we

showed that 1million reads per patient would be enough to accurately assess ELN-defining CNAs.

Total genomic loss, defined as a total loss$200Mb by sWGS, was found to be a better marker for

genetic complexity and poor prognosis compared with the CCA-based definition of complex

karyotype. For fusion detection, the concordance between CCA and whole-transcriptome

sequencing (WTS) was 99%. WTS had better sensitivity in identifying inv(16) and KMT2A

rearrangements while showing limitations in detecting lowly expressed PML-RARA fusions.

Ligation-dependent reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction was used for validation and

was shown to be a fast and reliable method for fusion detection. We conclude that a next-

generation sequencing–based approach can replace conventional CCA for karyotyping, provided

that efforts are made to cover lowly expressed fusion transcripts.

Introduction

With an incidence rate ;4 new cases per 100000 inhabitants yearly, acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
represents one third of diagnosed leukemias and ;1% of all cancers.1 Diagnosis is established from
a bone marrow smear showing .20% blasts and/or by detection of AML-specific gene fusions.2 With
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the exception of t(15;17)(q22~24;q12~21) confirming acute pro-
myelocytic leukemias (APLs) suitable for highly specific and effective
treatment,3 molecular characterization of AML has historically been
informative for patient care relatively late in the clinical process, as
a tool to select candidates for allogeneic cell transplantation.2

With new targeted treatments and the introduction of effective
nonchemotherapeutic alternatives, early information on mutations in
genes such as FLT3, IDH, and TP53 has become valuable for early
treatment choices.2

The genetic characterization of AML has historically been performed
by conventional cytogenetic analysis (CCA), consisting of micro-
scopic observation of chromosome rearrangements and aneuploi-
dies in metaphase stage. Although offering a pangenomic view of
aberrations, this technique comes with several drawbacks, such as
a time-consuming and prone-to-failure cell-culturing step,4 a maximal
resolution between 5 and 7 Mbp,5 and a visual interpretation that is
dependent on staff experience and knowledge of the disease.

Alternatives to this standard have been proposed but have failed to
replace CCA in international recommendations.2 Regarding copy
number alterations (CNAs), comparative genomic hybridization and
single-nucleotide polymorphism arrays have demonstrated 1000-
fold higher resolution, at the price of blindness toward balanced or
subclonal rearrangements.6-8 Reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) panels have shown sensitivity improve-
ments with regard to gene fusions, while missing the pangenomic
feature of CCA.9 RNA sequencing–based panels have made target
multiplexing virtually unlimited while losing sensitivity10 and cost
efficiency. A step further toward exhaustivity, several tools infer
gene fusions from whole-transcriptome RNA sequencing (WTS),11

however bringing many new findings of questionable significance.12

Fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) panels are often used as
a complement to CCA for translocations but can also challenge it
for CNAs and address some of its drawbacks.13-16

The last 10 years of development in the genetic characterization of
AML has shown the importance of somatic mutations,2,17 especially
in patients with AML with normal karyotype (NK),18 with several
frequently mutated loci or genes of prognostic value. CCA and most
of its challengers mentioned above are uninformative on this point,
and clinical practice now includes separate DNA-sequencing
panels in addition to CCA.2,17,19-22

In this study, we aimed to investigate how NGS-based pangenomic
techniques, herein called “next-generation karyotyping” (NGK),
performed in comparison with CCA, especially for well-established
prognostic features as described by the European Leukemia Net
(ELN).2 We implemented NGK in a cohort of 281 consecutive
AML cases performing whole-genome sequencing at low cover-
age (shallow whole-genome sequencing; sWGS) and WTS,
validating and breaking ties with FISH and ligation-dependent
RT-PCR23 (LD-RTPCR). Somatic mutations were assessed with
a DNA-sequencing panel to provide a full genetic characterization
of the cases, but this was not evaluated in this study because it is
not information provided by CCA.

Materials and methods

Patients and samples

The ClinSeq AML cohort24 included 401 unselected consecutive
patients diagnosed in Sweden between 1997 and 2014. All 281

confirmed cases of AML for which CCA, WTS, DNA-sequencing
panel, and sWGS could be performed and that passed the quality
control, formed the cohort analyzed in this study (supplemental
Table 1). Bone marrow or peripheral blood was collected at
diagnosis, and separated mononuclear cells were stored at
2180°C and later harvested for genomic DNA and RNA. Non-APL
patients underwent standard chemotherapy, including Ara-C and
anthracycline, equivalent to a 317 induction in accordance with
Swedish national guidelines.25 Allogeneic stem cell transplantation
was performed in 57 of the patients. Survival was analyzed using
Kaplan-Meyer estimators and log-rank tests, with P, 5% considered
significant. In the context of multiple testing (further detailed in
supplemental Methods), P values were corrected into false discovery
rates26 (FDRs), with FDR ,10% considered significant instead.

CCA and FISH

CCA was performed as part of the diagnostic routine by the
respective treating centers; collected reports were later curated to
enforce the International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomen-
clature 2013.27 FISH was used to validate conflicting results
between CCA and sWGS as described in supplemental Table 8.

WTS

Total RNA after ribosomal RNA depletion was sequenced, generating
a median number of 69.3 million paired-end 126-bp reads per patient
(details available in supplemental Methods). Gene fusions were
identified with FusionCatcher 1.00,28 enforcing custom filters (supple-
mental Table 2).KMT2A partial tandemduplications (PTDs), also known
asMLL-PTDs, were identified via alignment to chimeric references and
exonic sequencing depth comparisons (supplemental Methods) and
validated by nested RT-PCR, as previously described.29,30

sWGS

Total genomic DNA was sequenced without capture to provide
a median number of 11.5 million single-end 51-bp reads per patient
(0.23). Reads were counted in each 15-kb bin of the genome using
QDNAseq,31 and normalized counts were used for segmentation
and copy-calling with cghRA,32 excluding sex chromosomes
(supplemental Methods). Resulting segments were converted into
genomic International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomencla-
ture events, following the algorithm presented in supplemental
Figure 1. Chromosome arm–level analysis, minimal common region
(MCR) identification, in silico dilutions, and matching with CCA data
are fully described in supplemental Methods.

LD-RTPCR

LD-RTPCRwas performed for 225 patients, adapting the previously
described protocol23 with an extended 243-probe mix (supplemen-
tal Tables 3 and 4). Fusion products were identified with Sanger
sequencing and dedicated analytic software freely available at
https://bioinformatics.ovsa.fr/MLPA.

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee in Stockholm,
Sweden.

Results

Recurring CNAs in AML

sWGS identified 901 genomic segments with DNA CNAs in
120 (43%) of the 281 patients (Figure 1A; supplemental Figure 2).
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At the chromosome arm level, most recurrent events were gains of
chromosome 8 (7.8% and 9.6% for the p and q arm, respectively) or
chromosome 21 (6.0% and 5.0%, respectively) and losses of 7
(6.8% and 8.9%, respectively) and 17p (5.7%), consistent with
known cytogenetic events in AML33,34 (supplemental Table 5).

Deletions of 5q were shorter (5q14~21 to 5q33~35) and found in
10% of the patients. Two MCRs of equal significance were
identified in 5q31 (FDR, 0.2%): the first was almost identical to
previous findings,35 pointing to EGR1 and KDM3B as potential
drivers, and the second spanned ACSL6, AFF4, CSF2, IRF1, and
an interleukin cluster. Other MCRs of interest were deletions of
17q11 centered on SUZ12 and NF136 (19 patients; FDR, 0.7%),
deletions of 12p13 spanning ETV6 or CDKN1B37 (13 patients;
FDR, 14%), and gains of 21q22 spanning ERG38 in RUNX1
vicinity (26 patients; FDR, 25%; supplemental Figure 3; supple-
mental Table 6).

TP53 mutations and rearrangements correlated with genome
complexity (FDR ,1e-10), 5q losses (FDR ,1e-10), and most

of the MCRs described above (supplemental Figure 4). Muta-
tions associated with NK, such as NPM1 mutations and FLT3
internal tandem duplications, correlated inversely with most of
the aforementioned CNA-related features (FDR, 5e-6 and 1e-3,
respectively).

Overall matching between sWGS and CCA

Although sWGS and CCA describe CNAs at the whole-genome
level, comparing these techniques is challenging, because many
aberrations reported in CCA correspond to multiple segments in
sWGS. Thus, comparison was performed at the aberration level,
grouping sWGS segments as described in supplemental Figure 1.
The 2 techniques described 672 aberrations, including 298 (44%)
matches and 266 (40%) aberrations found by only 1 technique
while excluding 108 (16%) unmatchable aberrations (Figure 1B;
supplemental Table 7).

Of the 118 aberrations detected only by sWGS, 52% (62) were
shorter than normally detected by CCA (,10 Mbp). For the 148

match (151)
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mismatch (266)
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imprecise CCA (88)
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Figure 1. Matching CNAs between sWGS and CCA. (A) Proportion of the 281 patients with AML presenting a copy gain (blue) or loss (red) are presented along the 22

autosomes. Chromosome banding is displayed between the tracks of each chromosome, with centromeres in dark red. (B) The 672 aberrations found by CCA, sWGS, or both

in the entire cohort were classified according to criteria fully described in the supplemental Methods. Each column represents a level of subclassification, from the broader

terms on the left to the more precise classes on the right. Box heights are proportional to the number of aberrations present in the corresponding class (displayed between

parentheses at the end of each class name). Each aberration is present in only 1 class. (C) FISH validation of ELN CNAs differing between sWGS and CCA. In each case, the

genotype confirmed by FISH is highlighted in green, and cases in gray correspond to inconclusive FISH experiments. All cases are detailed in supplemental Table 8. NI, not

interpretable; NOS, not otherwise specified. *Uncertainty reported in CCA (eg, incomplete formula). **Subclonal event (,10%) in a sample with few cells interpretable by

FISH. der, derivative chromosome; mar, marker chromosome.
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aberrations found only by CCA, 47.3% (70) were balanced
rearrangements or involved sex chromosomes and, thus, were
undetectable by sWGS, whereas 25% (37) were subclonal (,30%
of CCA mitoses) and, thus, particularly difficult to detect in sWGS.
These observations reduced the proportion of clear disagreement
between the 2 techniques (“NOS” in Figure 1B) to 17% of the
interpretable aberrations.

Representing the biggest share of the 147 likely matches, defined
as “compatible” in Figure 1B, 55% (81) sWGS aberrations could
be matched with loss of the whole chromosome and the gain of an
undescribed marker in CCA (“normal/defaced mar” in Figure 1B).
At least 61 of these would indeed result in a complexly rearranged
chromosome difficult to identify in CCA, including 3 of the 8
chromothripsis regions identified in the whole series.39 Although
not considered mismatches, these cases emphasize the resolu-
tion advantage that sWGS provides over CCA and the later’s
overestimation of monosomies. Among all aberrations com-
pared between CCA and sWGS, 22% (151) were unambiguous
matches.

sWGS ismore sensitive in detecting CNAs and reveals

false-positive monosomies in CCA

The concordance between sWGS and CCA for ELN-defining
CNAs [del(5q), del(17p), and monosomy 7] was specifically
evaluated. The agreement between CCA and NGK techniques
over these 3 criteria was strong, averaging 96% (all Fisher’s test P
values ,1e-13; Figure 2A). However, both techniques reported
some aberrations not confirmed by the other (18 and 13 for sWGS
and CCA, respectively).

To arbitrate these conflicts, FISH was performed for the 23
mismatched cases for which material for FISH analysis was
available. In 20 cases successfully evaluated by FISH, 17 confirmed
the result from sWGS, whereas the CCA result was confirmed in 2
cases (Figure 1C; supplemental Table 8). The remaining case was
a tie, because the 2 clones opposed by the 2 techniques were
found with FISH. For 4 of 17 cases in which CCA was proven
wrong, some ambiguity was reported in CCA (incomplete formulas
or derivative chromosomes). In contrast, 1 of the 2 cases for which
sWGS was proven wrong was reported as a subclonal event
(,10% of the sample according to sWGS), which was unlikely to
be confirmed, considering that only a few cells could be evaluated
by FISH. Overall, the comparison between sWGS and CCA
suggests that sWGS is more accurate in detecting isolated ELN-
defining CNA aberrations compared with CCA.

Despite a greater sensitivity for sWGS regarding short events,
such as del(5q) and abn(17p), monosomy 7 was reported more
frequently by CCA alone (9 cases). Most of these were
pseudomonosomies, in which chromosome 7 was not totally
lost but instead rearranged beyond cytogenetic recognition, as
illustrated by chromosome painting on a representative case in
Figure 3. Four of 6 cases with monosomy 7 reported only by
CCA consisted of shorter deletions on chromosome 7 rather
than whole-chromosome losses according to sWGS and FISH
(supplemental Table 8). In total, 61 cases of potential pseudo-
monosomy were identified (Figure 1B); in 67% (8/12) of all
cases with monosomy 7 together with $1 marker chromosome,
or in 33% (8/24) of all monosomy 7 cases, the monosomy was
shown to be a pseudomonosomy.

Total genomic loss replacing CK in

NGS-based analysis

Strictly applying the ELN definition of CK and MK based on sWGS
data, groups of similar sizes and poor prognosis were found
(supplemental Figure 5A-D,G-J). Applying other CK definitions, such
as $4 or $5 abnormalities, showed P values for survival that were
similar to the ELN definition (supplemental Figure 5K-P). Considering
previous work on the prognostic value of genomic loss in AML,40,41 as
well as the unsuitability of NGS data to define classical CK and MK,
TGL was assessed to replace genomic instability as captured by CK
andMK. Sorted TGL values suggested 200Mb as a threshold between
heavily (.230 Mb) and moderately (,159 Mb) altered genomes
(Figure 4A). Strong redundancy among TGL, CK, MK, and TP53
mutations could be observed; patients with .200 Mb of deletions
concentrated most of the TP53 mutated and monosomal cases (P 5
4.5e-13 and 4.4e-17, respectively, Fisher’s exact test) and captured the
prognostic value of these criteria (relapse-free survival [RFS]; P 5
.00183; Figure 4B). Conversely, patients with CCA-basedCK and TGL
,200 Mb failed to demonstrate adverse prognosis (RFS, P 5 .296).
These results corroborate the previous observation of MK’s superiority
over CK to assess prognosis in AML,40 and suggest TP53 mutations
and TGL .200 Mb as better alternatives in a next-generation
implementation of the ELN classification. The 2 patients displaying
a hyperdiploid karyotype byCCAwere defined asCKs byCCA and had
a TGL ,200 Mb, but their small number did not allow further analysis.

Recurring gene fusions in AML by WTS

WTS data from all 281 patients were analyzed by FusionCatcher28

to describe gene fusions, focusing on fusions already reported in
the literature (supplemental Methods). Of 74 filtered fusions
(supplemental Table 9), 30 were part of the ELN classification
and 6 were PML-RARA fusions defining APLs (Figure 5). Neither
t(6;9) nor t(9;22) could be identified, consistent with their
respective reported frequencies of 0.7%17 and 0.9%,42 whereas
all of the other 4 ELN-defining fusions were found.

Ten non-ELN, but potentially relevant, fusions were detected,
including NSD1-NUP98,43 MN1-ETV6,44,45 MECOM-RUNX1,46

FGFR1-FGFR1OP2,47 KAT6A-CREBBP,48 and NUP98-DDX10,49,50

all of which have been described previously in AML (Figure 5). Two
fusions between VIM and the myeloid differentiation–related51 FOS
were also regarded as potentially pathogenic. Finally, a MLLT10-
DDX3X fusion previously described in T-cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia,52 as well as 27 other fusions, were detected with low
experimental evidence (3 reads).

Matching of gene fusions between WTS and CCA

Fusions detected by WTS were compared with CCA and
additionally validated by LD-RTPCR. LD-RTPCR is a multiplex
technique interrogating a panel of known AML fusions between
60 genes and 62 of their partners23,53 (243 exons in total;
supplemental Tables 3, 4, and 10). CCA and NGK agreement was
excellent across the translocation-based ELN criteria, averaging
99.4% (Figure 2B). Overall, WTS demonstrated greater sensitivity
than CCA, with 2 extra inversions of chromosome 16 and 7 extra
KMT2A rearrangements (including 2 MLLT3-KMT2A fusions related
to better prognosis). Seven of these 9 events were confirmed by
LD-RTPCR, whereas the KMT2A-MLLT6 and KMT2A-MLLT10
fusions were not covered by the LD-RTPCR panel.
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In contrast, inversions of chromosome 3 were systematically missed
by WTS as a result of the absence of a fusion transcript in this
enhancer-switch–based translocation.54 In addition, 2 of 8 t(15;17)
were missed by WTS, despite being confirmed by LD-RTPCR and
CCA. Further investigation of WTS data on PML-RARA fusions
also revealed evidence for the fusion in those 2 cases, but it was
below the threshold set by FusionCatcher (2/3 supporting reads;

supplemental Figure 6). The low abundance of fusion transcript can
be linked to insufficient sequencing yields in combination with low
blast counts for these 2 patients (supplemental Figure 6), whereas
reliable threshold levels for sequencing yields and blast counts
could not be set because of overlaps. However, this highlights how
WTS sensitivity depends on sequencing depth, which is especially
critical for cases with PML-RARA that need specific and urgent
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treatment decisions based on the presence of this transcript.
Regarding non-ELN fusions, there was less overlap between
techniques (Figure 5). Among 16 non-ELN fusions with potential
biological relevance in AML, 4 were detected by WTS and CCA
(MECOM-RUNX1, FGFR1-FGFR1OP2, KAT6A-CREBBP, and
NUP98-DDX10), 6 were detected only by WTS, and 6 others
were detected only by CCA (LD-RTPCR lacked representation
for most of these fusions). NSD1-NUP98, which is known to be
cryptic,43 was part of the fusions missed by CCA. Aberrations
detected by CCA, but not WTS, included 3 potential atypical
MECOM or BCL6 translocations (3q26-27), as well as 2 other
translocations potentially involving RUNX1 (21q22) and FGFR1
(8p11).

Whole-ELN level comparison between CCA and NGK

By performing DNA panel sequencing in the entire cohort,
information on gene mutations (supplemental Figure 7) could be
merged with CCA and NGK data to classify patients into ELN
categories based on CNAs and fusions detected by these 2
competing approaches. Of all 281 patients, only 17 changed risk
group when replacing CCA with NGK, moving 6 from intermediate
to adverse, 1 from intermediate to favorable, 7 from adverse to
intermediate, and 1 from adverse to favorable. The 2 APL cases

missed by WTS moved from favorable to intermediate and adverse
risks with NGK.

Focusing on 228 non-APL patients with sufficient survival data,
overall survival (OS) and relapse-free survival (RFS) were calculated
for ELN risk groups based on NGK with ELN definitions for CK and
MK (Figure 2C-D), NGK with TGL as a marker for genome
complexity (Figure 2E-F), or CCA (Figure 2G-H). There was no
statistically significant difference between CCA’s and NGK’s ability
to identify groups with distinct prognosis using ELN criteria (P5 .26
for OS and RFS, likelihood-ratio test).

We also estimated the relative costs in time and money for
conventional CCA compared with the NGK approach (WTS 1
sWGS with or without LD-RTPCR; supplemental Table 11). With
regard to the time from sampling to delivering analytic results,
this may differ considerably between laboratories as a result
of disparities in routines and conditions. For NGK techniques,
a 14-day time frame is used in clinical projects at the SciLifeLab
in Stockholm, Sweden (https://www.scilifelab.se/facilities/clinical-
genomics-stockholm/). Thus, we could estimate that the approaches
are comparable under optimal conditions (;2 weeks). Based on
prices at clinical genetics departments and information from clinical
sequencing laboratories, we estimate that the costs would be
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comparable or even somewhat lower for the NGK approach compared
with conventional CCA 1 a FISH panel for translocations/inversions
or somewhat lower for CCA if excluding the FISH panel in the
conventional approach. This is the case, regardless of adding the
additional technique for fusion detection in the NGK approach.

KMT2A-PTDs

Although not included in the ELN classification and with a debated
prognostic value,55-58 KMT2A-PTDs (or MLL-PTDs) constitute
recurring aberrations in AML. Because KMT2A-PTDs are not
normally detected by CCA, we assessed the accuracy of NGK
techniques using WTS and data from the DNA-sequencing panel
that were used for mutation detection (see supplemental Methods)
to detect these aberrations. Differential sequencing depth analysis
at the RNA and DNA levels identified 18 patients with KMT2A-PTD
(Figure 6A); all were confirmed by nested RT-PCR and/or LD-
RTPCR. The 18 KMT2A-PTDs involved exons 2 through 8 in 9
cases, exons 2 through 10 in 7 cases, and exons 2 through 11 and
3 through 6 in the remaining unique cases (supplemental Table 12).
Two more KMT2A-PTDs involving exons 4 through 8 were identified
at the DNA level but not the RNA level; their confirmation by nested
RT-PCR illustrates the limitations of RNA-based techniques to
identify 4-8 PTDs, presumably as a result of their natural occurrence
by splicing.

In 11 of 14 KMT2A fusion cases, KMT2A exons were deferen-
tially expressed only at the RNA level (Figure 6B). In 1 notable
exception, sWGS showed a complex genomic rearrangement

with a short deletion of KMT2A and an amplification of the
partner AFDN (supplemental Figure 8). Finally, 22 of the 245
patients without evidence of KMT2A-PTD in DNA or KMT2A
fusion in RNA showed differential exon expression (Figure 6A,C).
KMT2A-PTD was associated with a borderline significantly shorter
RFS (P 5 5.3%; supplemental Figure 9), but it was not an
independent factor for RFS in a multivariable analysis including
ELN events (P 5 .42).

Sequencing depth optimization for sWGS

To determine the minimal sequencing depth sufficient to obtain
reliable results for ELN-defining CNAs, in silico dilutions of the
sWGS data set were performed on 16 representative samples.
Dilutions ranging from 5e6 to 1e4 reads were investigated
(Figure 7A; supplemental Figure 10). Dilutions of 1e6 and 1e5
reads were retained because they were able to capture most of the
genomic variability.

The whole series was reanalyzed at these 2 dilution levels, and their
respective ability to detect CNAs identified in the nondiluted data
set was assessed. Because shallower sequencing requires wider
bins and, thus, provides lesser genomic resolution,31 the minimal
size of detectable segments was monitored as well. Performances
were computed at the segment level (Figure 7B) and the region
level (Figure 7C), considering consecutive altered segments as
a single altered region. One million reads provided precision of 98%
and 98.5% on segments and regions .1.8 Mbp, respectively, as
well as recalls of 96.2% and 94.8% on 99.6% to 99.9% of known
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alterations. Performances with 1e5 reads were lower: 96.7%
precision and 89.7% recall on segments .9 Mbp.

With regard to ELN CNAs, 1e6 reads achieved 100% precision
and recalls .90% on all 5 criteria (supplemental Table 13), with
10 times fewer reads than the reference data. Two monosomies
and 3 CKs were missed, primarily as a result of the challenge of
defining criteria suitable for sWGS. Although 1e5 reads showed
precision .89% on all criteria, recalls were down to 67% on short
aberrations like abn(17p). However, 1e5 reads still outperformed
CCA on the 4 other ELN criteria, at a similar resolution level
(9 Mbp).

Discussion

The development of sequencing techniques has revolutionized the
assessment of genetic aberrations in cancers. Although NGS-
based technologies have been integrated in the clinical routine to
detect recurrent mutations in AML, conventional karyotyping is still
mandatory for AML diagnosis, especially for assessing ELN-defining
CNAs and translocations.2 Given the capability of sequencing
techniques to assess CNAs and gene fusions, it is surprising that
CCA still holds an unchallenged position in the routine diagnosis
of AML. Considering that information captured by CCA is also
available through NGS-based methods, we compared and
challenged CCA in a cohort of 281 intensively treated patients
with AML using a combination of WTS and sWGS that we

named NGK. Overall, this systematic comparison between CCA
and NGK suggests that NGK can challenge CCA for AML
routine diagnostics.

Regarding isolated CNAs of prognostic value, such as del(5q),
abn(17p) and monosomy 7, sWGS showed a higher sensitivity, as
confirmed by FISH. Aside from anecdotal subclonal cases in which
the CCA single-cell approach remains superior to such a bulk
analysis, genomic resolution was a critical point of this comparison.
Although CCA resolution is variable and technically limited to 5 to 7
Mbp,5 DNA-sequencing techniques could attain 1-bp resolution.
However, whether to aim for such resolution remains questionable,
because the prognostic relevance of short del(5q) or abn(17p)
segments invisible to CCA is unknown, especially when they do not
overlap known MCRs or when polymorphisms cannot be ruled out.
Enforcing a pragmatic approach and using in silico dilution, we
estimated that 1 million reads would be sufficient to implement the
ELN classification with a 1.8-Mbp minimal segment size consistent
with current practice. This lightness of protocol and sequencing
yield creates the opportunity to pool sWGS libraries with currently
performed DNA mutation panels for joint sequencing, achieving
satisfactory accuracy with regard to mutations and CNAs in AML in
a single experiment, which could be run on benchtop sequencers,
such as the Illumina MiSeq. However, aiming for narrower CNAs
(eg, CDKN2A deletion in lymphomas) would require reconsidera-
tion of the optimal amount of reads to sequence in an sWGS
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strategy. In addition, a fairly conservative threshold for filtering
germline CNAs was used; thus, we would not advocate for a routine
use of germline controls applying this technique. Furthermore, the
aim of this study was to challenge the conventional karyotyping for
classification and prognostication of AML at the time of diagnosis.
Because of the limited sensitivity of sWGS to subclonal aberrations
or aberrations highly diluted in normal cells, the technique is not
suitable for analysis of minimal residual disease.

The ELN classification also includes the broader concepts of
complex and monosomal karyotypes, for which CCA appears to be
more prognostically pertinent than sWGS at first glance. However,
ELN criteria were selected for their prognostic value based on CCA
being the technical standard at the time, enforcing technique-
specific thresholds and benefiting from its own approximations.
With regard to CK, which is defined by a debated number of
aberrations,59 sWGS offers a slightly different scope, detecting
smaller CNAs and missing sex chromosomes (in our implementa-
tion) and balanced rearrangements. In detecting MK, which has
shown superiority over CK for prognostication,40 we found sWGS
to provide greater accuracy compared with CCA. We and other
investigators60 demonstrated that many monosomies reported by

CCA are actually more complex chromosome rearrangements in
which material from the targeted chromosome is dispersed through
the genome. Through validation by FISH of cases with monosomy 7
detected by CCA that could not be confirmed by sWGS, we
conclude that the presence of pseudomonosomies of chromosome
7 are a relatively common event occurring in up to 67% of cases in
which CCA also displays a marker chromosome. Thus, sWGSmore
accurately identifies monosomies than does CCA, which tends to
overestimate them. Importantly, the prognostic value of monoso-
mies was established using CCA, which does not distinguish
pseudomonosomies from true monosomies. The prognosis of
pseudomonosomies may impact our comparison between NGS-
and CCA-based data for ELN prognostication; although this
comparison did not show any significant difference, additional and
larger studies are needed to explore the impact of pseudomonos-
omies on prognosis. More importantly, this calls for further
development, study, and testing of new prognostic systems,
including CNAs, that emerge from NGS data.

Because the counting of genomic aberrations for defining CK is
less suitable for NGS-based methods, we evaluated TGL with
a 200-Mbp threshold, rather than CK or MK, as a way to assess
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Figure 7. In silico dilution of the sWGS data. (A) Example of dilution on chromosome 17 of sample ALG201322 (see supplemental Figure 10 for full legend and dilution

settings). (B-C) Performances of the diluted data sets enforcing various minimal segment sizes. Top panel represents the number of segments in the original data set longer
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genome complexity using sWGS. Because sWGS detects losses,
but not balanced translocations, we could show an especially high
redundancy between TGL and MK (compared with CCA CK), as
well as TP53 mutations. This suggests that adequate coverage of
TP53 mutations (via a DNA-sequencing panel) and/or of whole-
genome CNAs (via sWGS) could be sufficient to capture the
prognostic value of genome complexity in an NGK-based ELN
classification without CCA.

With regard to gene fusions, WTS outperformed CCA but showed
some limitations. Indeed, it offered a broader and more consistent
coverage of fusions encountered in AML, especially fusions, such
as inv(16), that could be missed by cytogenetic analysis, or unusual
partners of KMT2A. In a recent cohort, the Beat AML project
concluded that WTS did not offer any significant improvement with
regard to a panel of known fusions compared with clinical practice,
while unfortunately considering onlyMLLT3 as a KMT2A partner for
the comparison.61 Moreover, we were faced with 2 cases of PML-
RARA with insufficient supporting evidence for unsupervised
calling, highlighting that sequencing depth is critical and should
exceed the current standard for gene expression RNA-sequencing.
NGS-based solutions to this sensitivity issue could be WTS with
deeper sequencing depth, targeted sequencing panels,62 or
differently designed shallow DNA-sequencing which could address
translocations and CNAs in a single experiment.63 Other non-
NGS–based alternatives could also offer reliable, cost-effective,
and quick solutions. In this study, we used a specifically designed
LD-RTPCR panel for validation of AML fusions,23,53 which could
reliably detect fusions at a relatively low cost within 1 day. In addition
to fusion detection, WTS could add prognostic value through gene
expression patterns24; however, this does not fall within the scope
of this ELN-based study.

The future will likely see advanced sequencing approaches, such as
WGS at greater depth in combination with WTS applied in the
clinical routine, displaying the full spectrum of molecular aberrations
in AML. However, these approaches are currently challenged by
high costs, lack of prognostic marker validation, and problems
related to providing reliable results within a sufficiently short time
frame. The last is important because AML up-front treatment is
becoming more diverse, with novel alternatives to the classical 317
induction. With regard to comparing costs in terms of time and
money, we estimate that our NGK approach, as presented here, is
similar when it comes to time from sampling to providing the analytic
result and that the price would be comparable to CCA. Another
advantage with a transition from CCA- to NGS-based prognosti-
cation is the greater degree of objectivity and lower risk for bias in
the analysis of NGS, as well as a reduced dependency on very
highly experienced personnel.

Another issue that comes with the introduction of new techniques
with better coverage and resolution is the additional information that
it gives on genetic aberrations with unknown significance and
relevance and how to approach them. However, this is a situation
that we already face when CCA detects aberrations with unknown
significance or when DNA mutation panels detect mutations with
unknown prognostic value. Hopefully, with increasing research
within this field, additional genetic markers can be used for
prognostication and/or treatment choices in the future.

Although our approach was based on pangenomic techniques for
exhaustivity, other studies have tried to circumvent these challenges

with targeted approaches. The karyogene assay20 represents an
iteration of the DNA mutation panel extended with the CNA-
detection capability that we suggest. Sequencing 8673 extra
single-nucleotide polymorphisms evenly spread throughout the
genome, it should offer a CNA resolution similar to 1 million sWGS
reads (1 point per 300 kb), with the added capability to detect copy-
neutral losses of heterozygosity, but also potentially introducing
extra noise as a result of querying isolated loci rather than binning
reads in large regions. He et al19 have described another alternative,
combining the joint targeted sequencing of 405 genes in DNA and
265 genes in RNA, collecting ;20 million reads in each. Although
attaining good accuracy with regard to mutations and diluted
fusions, the resolution of CNA should be considered with caution,
especially when assessing the general karyotype complexity outside
well-known loci of interest.

Notably, this study assessed the ability of NGS techniques to
recapitulate prognostic markers that have been developed by
a conventional method, such as CCA. Because NGS techniques
offer increased resolution and sensitivity and are able to detect
other molecular features outside the scope of CCA, new NGS-
based prognostication markers should be investigated and de-
veloped. This will likely improve prognostication and the means to
individualize treatment in AML.
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